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Exploring Abstract Art Vocabulary 

Abstract art: A form of art with unrecognizable subject matter, or with subjects represented in a way 

that wholly or partially distorts their true appearance. 

Abstract expressionism: A movement in art that flourished after World War II until the early 1960s. In 

painting, it is characterized by an emphasis on the artist’s spontaneous and self-expressive application of 

paint in creating a nonrepresentational composition.  

Color-field painting: Paintings characterized primarily by large fields of flat, solid color spread across, or 

stained into, the canvas. These paintings are less about form and more about color and human 

emotions.  

Commission: A fee paid for a service. When a work of art is commissioned, a deposit is often paid to 

initiate the work and the balance is paid upon completion.  

Crop: To trim or cut off, for example, to trim one or more of an image’s sides to suit a specific idea or 

need. 

Exaggerate: To make an overstatement or to increase the size or color of an image, or part of an image, 

beyond its normal state. 

Figure: A person’s bodily shape. 

Figurative art: Clearly represents forms that are recognizably derived from life. 

Frontal view: View of a subject facing forward. Sometimes, a subject viewed in this way appears to be 

confrontational. 

Horizontal: The direction of a line or object that is parallel to the horizon.  

Nonobjective art: Nonobjective is a general term for abstract art that is completely 

nonrepresentational, i.e., art that does not depict an object or figure.  

Objective art: Representational art, or clearly representing real objects and figures. 

Pattern: Repeating sequence created through a regular repetition of a series of lines, shapes or colors. 

Portrait: A painting, photograph, sculpture, or other artistic representation of a subject, in which the 

face predominates. The intent of a portrait is to show the likeness, personality, and even the mood of 

the subject.  
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Profile: A side view of a subject.  

Realism: In the visual arts, the depiction of subjects as they appear in everyday life, without 

embellishment or interpretation. Sometimes emphasizes the ugly or less likeable aspects of the subject. 

Replicate: To reproduce an exact copy or a replica.  

Self-portrait: The artist creating the portrait is also the subject of the art. 

Three-quarter view: Subject is positioned midway between a frontal view and a profile view. 

Vertical: The direction of a line or object that is straight up and down, forming a right angle to the 

horizon.  


